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Retinal Guanylyl Cyclase Isozyme 1 Is the Preferential In
Vivo Target for Constitutively Active GCAP1 Mutants
Causing Congenital Degeneration of Photoreceptors
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Two calcium-sensitive guanylyl cyclase activating proteins (GCAP1 and GCAP2) activate cGMP synthesis in photoreceptor by retinal
membrane guanylyl cyclase isozymes (RetGC1 and RetGC2) to expedite recovery, but calcium-insensitive constitutively active GCAP1
mutants cause photoreceptor degeneration in human patients and transgenic mice. Although GCAP1 and GCAP2 can both activate
RetGC1 and RetGC2 in vitro, we find that GCAP1 selectively regulates RetGC1 in vivo. Furthermore, elimination of RetGC1 but not RetGC2
isozyme reverses abnormal calcium sensitivity of cGMP synthesis and rescues mouse rods in transgenic mice expressing GCAP1 mutants
causing photoreceptor disease. Rods expressing mutant GCAP1 not only survive in the absence of RetGC1 but also remain functional,
albeit with reduced electroretinography (ERG) amplitudes typical of RetGC1�/� genotype. The rod ERG recovery from a strong flash, only
slightly affected in both RetGC1�/� and RetGC2�/� mice, becomes very slow in RetGC1�/� but not RetGC2�/� mice when GCAP2 is not
available to provide Ca 2� feedback to the remaining RetGC isozyme. The intrinsic biochemical properties of RetGC and GCAP determined
in vitro do not explain the observed phenomena. Instead, our results argue that there must be a cellular mechanism that limits GCAP1
access to RetGC2 and makes RetGC1 isozyme a preferential target for the disease-causing GCAP1 mutants. A more general conclusion
from our findings is that nondiscriminatory interactions between homologous effector enzymes and their regulatory proteins permitted
by their intrinsic biochemical properties can be effectively restricted in a living photoreceptor.

Introduction
Guanylyl cyclase activating proteins (GCAPs) (Dizhoor et al.,
1994, 1995; Gorczyca et al., 1994; Palczewski et al., 1994) are
Ca 2� sensors regulating retinal guanylyl cyclase (RetGC) in pho-
toreceptor membranes (Fig. 1). Mutations in GCAP1 cause con-
genital cone and cone-rod degenerations in humans (Wilkie et
al., 2001; Michaelides et al., 2005; Sokal et al., 2005; Kitiratschky
et al., 2009), and constitutively active mutations, Y99C (Payne et
al., 1998) and E155G (Wilkie et al., 2001), destroy rods in trans-
genic mice by altering Ca 2� sensitivity of the cGMP synthesis
(Olshevskaya et al., 2004; Woodruff et al., 2007).

The rates of cGMP synthesis by RetGC versus decay by phos-
phodiesterase (PDE6) control the Na� and Ca 2� influx in the
rod outer segment (ROS), and GCAPs accelerate cGMP synthesis
via negative calcium feedback (Pugh et al., 1997, 1999; Fu and
Yau, 2007; Dizhoor et al., 2010). In the light, when cGMP hydro-
lysis blocks Ca 2� influx through the cGMP-gated channels, Ca 2�

dissociates from GCAPs, which enables them to stimulate RetGC
and speed up the recovery. Once the influx of Ca 2� through the
channels reopens and its submicromolar concentrations (Gray-
Keller and Detwiler, 1994; Woodruff et al., 2002) in ROS are
restored, GCAPs rebind Ca 2� and decelerate RetGC activity. In
contrast, Y99C (or E155G) GCAP1 is insensitive to the normal
dark intracellular Ca 2� levels (Dizhoor et al., 1998; Sokal et al.,
1998) and continues to accelerate cGMP synthesis, resulting in
elevation of free cGMP and Ca2� in transgenic mouse rods
(Olshevskaya et al., 2004; Woodruff et al., 2007). The abnormal sen-
sitivity of cGMP synthesis is the primary cause of the photoreceptor
death, which can be averted by increased cGMP hydrolysis
(Woodruff et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2009).

Using shRNA suppression of the Y99C GCAP1 activity was
successful at moderate levels but not at higher levels of Y99C
GCAP1 expression (Jiang et al., 2011). Perhaps the cyclase activ-
ity itself also needs to be partially suppressed to treat more severe
forms of degeneration, but the actual isozyme—RetGC1 or
RetGC2 (Lowe et al., 1995; Yang et al., 1995)—targeted by the
mutant GCAP1 has to be first identified.

In vitro, GCAP1 and GCAP2 activate both isozymes with only
slightly different affinities and sensitivity to Ca 2� (Hwang et al.,
2003; Peshenko and Dizhoor, 2004; Peshenko et al., 2011). Bio-
chemical isolation of RetGC/GCAP complexes directly from the
normal and diseased photoreceptors remains technically impos-
sible, because they are unstable in detergents (Koch, 1991).
Therefore, we tested possible selectivity in GCAP/RetGC interac-
tions in vivo by studying retinal degeneration caused by constitu-
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tively active GCAP1 and Ca 2� sensitivity of the endogenous
GCAP/RetGC complexes in mouse retinas genetically lacking
RetGC1 or RetGC2. We also compared the speed of rod recovery in
transgenic models expressing only GCAP1 isoform and one of the
cyclase isozymes. We find a strong GCAP1 selectivity toward
RetGC1 in vivo that cannot be explained by their general biochemi-
cal properties and must be imposed at the cellular level, thus making
RetGC1 the preferred target for the GCAP1 mutants causing retinal
disease in humans.

Materials and Methods
Mouse genetic models. All animal procedures were approved by Salus
University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee protocol in
compliance with the National Institutes of Health guidelines. Mice of
either sex were used for each genotype presented in the study (Table 1).
Retinal degeneration models transgenically overexpressing Y99C (line
53) or E155G (line 541) GCAP1 under control of rod opsin promoter
were described in previous publications (Olshevskaya et al., 2004; Wood-
ruff et al., 2007). Wild-type (WT) C57BL/6 mice originated from Tac-
onic Farms. The GCAP1,2�/� line, produced by simultaneous deletion
of the neighboring GUCA1A and GUCA1B genes (Mendez et al., 2001),
was a gift from Dr. Jeannie Chen (University of South California, Los
Angeles, CA). The GCAP2�/� mouse model developed by selective dis-
ruption of GUCA1B gene was described in detail previously (Makino et
al., 2008). The RetGC1�/� (line GC-E null) produced by the disruption
of a mouse GUCY2E gene (Yang et al., 1999) was a gift from Dr. David
Garbers (University of Texas, Dallas, TX), and RetGC2�/� mice pro-
duced by disruption of GUCY2F gene (Baehr et al., 2007) were provided
by Dr. Wolfgang Baehr (University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT). The
RetGC1 or RetGC2 knock-outs were bred with the other genotypes to
produce Y99C�RetGC1�/�; Y99C�RetGC2�/�; E155G�RetGC1�/�;
RetGC1�/�GCAP1,2�/�; RetGC2�/�GCAP1,2�/�; RetGC1�/�

GCAP2�/�; and RetGC1�/� GCAP2�/� genotypes. The WT, RetGC1�/�,
RetGC2�/�, Y99C�, Y99C�RetGC1�/�, Y99C�RetGC2�/�, and
E155G�RetGC1�/� were used in degeneration studies; unlike
Y99C�RetGC2�/�, selected as the control line for the degeneration
studies, we were unable to breed enough E155G�RetGC2�/�.

The nondegenerating WT; RetGC1�/�,
RetGC2�/�; RetGC1�/�GCAP1,2�/�; RetGC2�/�

GCAP1,2�/�; RetGC1�/�GCAP2�/�; and
RetGC1�/�GCAP2�/� lines were used in electro-
retinography (ERG) paired-flashes experiments.

Electroretinography. Mice were dark-
adapted under vented hood overnight and
anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of 20
�g/g ketamine, 8 �g/g xylazine, and 800 �g/g
urethane. Scotopic ERG was recorded accord-
ing to the protocol of Lyubarsky and Pugh
(1996) with minor modifications described
previously (Woodruff et al., 2007). The satu-
rating ERG responses were evoked by a 1 ms
white flash delivering �10 6 photon/�m �2 at
the cornea. Rod recovery speed in different ge-
notypes was compared using paired-flashes
ERG according to the protocol of Lyubarsky
and Pugh (1996) with minor modifications.

Retinal histology and fluorescence microscopy.
Mice killed by lethal injection of anesthetic were
perfused through the heart with PBS and then
with either freshly prepared 4% paraformalde-
hyde in PBS or 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M ca-
codylate buffer, and the enucleated eyes were
then additionally fixed for 4 h on ice in the respec-
tive fixative solution and processed for histologi-
cal sectioning. The paraformaldehyde-fixed eyes
were washed with PBS, impregnated with 30%
sucrose in PBS, and frozen embedded in OCT
medium (Electron Microscopy Sciences). Cryo-
sections were taken using a Hacker-Bright

OTF5000 microtome and probed with the polyclonal anti-GCAP1 antibody
as described previously (Makino et al., 2008), and the immunofluorescence
(IF) images were recorded using an Olympus FV1000 Spectral confocal sys-
tem. For the in situ apoptosis analysis, mice were killed and perfused with
PBS and 4% paraformaldehyde on postnatal day 28, and the apoptotic DNA
fragmentation in retinal cryosections was detected by terminal deoxynucleo-
tidyl transferase-mediated biotinylated UTP nick end labeling (TUNEL)
method using a TMR Red In Situ Cell Death Detection kit (catalog
#12156792910; Roche Applied Science) according to the protocol of the
manufacturer; the nuclei were counterstained with DAPI. The tetramethyl-
rhodamine (TMR) red-labeled nuclei were photographed using an Olympus
Magnafire imaging system integrated with BX51 microscope with a 20�
objective. For histological analysis, glutaraldehyde-fixed retinas were washed
in PBS, dehydrated in ethanol solutions, embedded, sectioned, stained, and
photographed as described previously (Olshevskaya et al., 2004; Woodruff et
al., 2007).

Guanylyl cyclase assays. Mice were dark-adapted overnight and killed un-
der infrared illumination, and the retinas were extracted and assayed for
RetGC activity in the dark using [�-32P]GTP as a substrate using a previ-
ously described protocol (Olshevskaya et al., 2004; Peshenko et al., 2011).
The assay mixture (25 �l) contained 30 mM 3-(N-morpholino)-
propanesulfonic acid–KOH, pH 7.2, 60 mM KCl, 4 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 2
mM Ca2�/EGTA buffer, 1 mM free Mg2�, 0.3 mM ATP, 4 mM cGMP, 1 mM

GTP, 1 �Ci of [�-32P]GTP, 0.1 �Ci of [8-3H]cGMP (PerkinElmer Life and
Analytical Sciences), and PDE6 inhibitors zaprinast and dipyridamole. In
some series, 10 mM creatine phosphate and 0.5 U of creatine phosphokinase
were added to better maintain the linear time course of the reaction. The
resultant [32P]cGMP product was analyzed using fluorescently backed poly-
ethyleneimine cellulose TLC, as described previously (Olshevskaya et al.,
1997).

Ca 2�/EGTA buffers containing calibrated free Ca 2� and Mg 2� con-
centrations were prepared using the method by Tsien and Pozzan (1989)
and verified by fluorescent Ca 2� indicator dyes as described previously
(Peshenko et al., 2006).

Recombinant Y99C GCAP1. The Y99C GCAP1 was expressed from
pET11d vector in a BLR(DE3) Escherichia coli strain harboring yeast

Figure 1. The diagram of cGMP synthesis regulation by a negative Ca 2� feedback and the role of constitutively active GCAP1 mutants
linked to human blindness. Left, Photoreceptors activate cGMP hydrolysis by the light-dependent PDE6 and close the cGMP gated channels
(CNG). In the absence of the influx through the channels, free Ca 2� in the cytoplasm of the ROS is rapidly depleted by Na �/Ca 2�,
K �-exchanger,andthisconvertsGCAPstotheiractivatorstate(GCAP1*andGCAP2*).GCAP1*andGCAP2*activatetwoisozymesofretinal
guanylyl cyclase (RetGC1* and RetGC2*) and allow rods to reopen the CNG channels and recover from excitation. Middle, In the dark, when
PDE6 activity is suppressed, a fraction of the CNG channels opens, and the influx of Ca 2� converts GCAPs into their inhibitory Ca 2�-
liganded state. Consequently, the rate of cGMP synthesis remains low in the dark so that only enough CNG channels would remain open to
maintain the intracellular Ca 2� near the levels at which GCAP1 and GCAP2 stay in their Ca 2�-bound form (�250�M Ca 2�; Woodruff et
al., 2002). Right, The Y99C (or E155G) GCAP1 mutant requires much higher Ca 2�concentrations to stop RetGC activation. As a result, cGMP
synthesis activated by the Y99C GCAP1 in the dark continues until a larger fraction of CNG channels opens and Ca 2� rises to the higher than
normal levels (Olshevskaya et al., 2004; Woodruff et al., 2007).
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N-myristoyltransferase as described previously (Dizhoor et al., 1998)
with modifications described by Peshenko et al. (2006).

Statistical test. When indicated, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s
post hoc test for all-pairs comparison was performed using Kaleidagraph
4 (Synergy Software).

Results
Elimination of RetGC1 effectively preserves rods in Y99C and
E155G mice
Rods in mouse retinas expressing Y99C GCAP1 under control of rod
opsin promoter (line 53) (Olshevskaya et al., 2004) progressively
degenerate, and scotopic ERG a-wave in these mice disappears by the
age of 4–6 months, concomitant with the loss of the outer nuclear
layer. Even faster progressing degeneration occurs in rods overex-
pressing E155G GCAP1 mutant, line 541 (Woodruff et al., 2007). In
sharp contrast to the Y99C� and the E155G� mice that express the
mutant GCAP1 in RetGC1�/�RetGC2�/� background and lose the
entire rod population between 4 and 6 months of age (Fig. 2), most
of the rods survive and retain the outer segment layer in the
Y99C�RetGC1�/� and E155G�RetGC1�/� retinas (Fig. 2Ad,Af).
Compared with the parental Y99C� line 53 lacking photoreceptor
outer nuclear layer, the rescue of rods in the Y99C�RetGC1�/� mice
was robust and fairly uniform in different parts of the retina, typically
within 60–80% normal linear nuclei density (Fig. 2Ba,Bb). On av-
erage, rod preservation in Y99C�RetGC1�/� mice at the age of 5–6
months was near 72%. Likewise, there was a dramatic (�56%) pres-
ervation of rods in E155G�RetGC1�/� retinas when the parental
E155G� line had virtually no photoreceptor nuclei left at that age
(Fig. 2C).

Along with the robust preservation of the retinal morphology,
the rescued Y99C and E155G rods remained functional when
tested by scotopic ERG (Fig. 3). Although the scotopic ERG is a
sum of both rod and cone activity, only 3% of total photorecep-
tors in a mouse retina are cones (Jeon et al., 1998), so the mass
cone hyperpolarization signal is rather minuscule compared with
that of rods and is hard to detect in WT mouse retinas (Sakurai et
al., 2011). Therefore, we here refer to the scotopic a-wave as
primarily rod ERG. In RetGC1�/� mice, there are no functional
cones and their ERG originates exclusively from rods (Yang et al.,
1999; Baehr et al., 2007). The lack of RetGC1 is known to strongly
reduce the amplitude of the rod ERG a-wave without causing
rods to degenerate (Yang et al., 1999; Baehr et al., 2007). Conse-

quently, the amplitude of the rod ERG a-wave in RetGC1�/�

mice expressing Y99C or E155G GCAP1 in our experiments was
also reduced (Fig. 3A). However, both the a-wave (Fig. 3A–C)
and the b-wave (Fig. 3A,D) remained clearly defined in mice who
expressed the mutated GCAP1 in RetGC1�/� background, at the
age when the a-wave was no longer detectable and only low-
amplitude residual b-wave was occasionally present in the de-
generated parental Y99C� or E155G� mice. The average
a-wave amplitudes in WT, RetGC1�/�, Y99C�RetGC1�/�,
and E155G�RetGC1�/� mice were �430, 127, 220, and 160
�V, respectively. The a-wave exceeded 100 �V in two
Y99C�RetGC1�/� mice tested as late as 13 months of age (data
not shown). The ANOVA/Bonferroni’s all-pairs comparison test
performed on genotypes summarized in Figure 3, C and D, indi-
cated high statistical significance (p � 0.0001) at � � 0.01 of ERG
rescue in Y99C� or E155G� mice after elimination of RetGC1.
We emphasize that the rescue effect in that case needs to be com-
pared against the parental RetGC1�/� genotype rather than WT
mice, because RetGC1 knock-out itself strongly diminishes the
ERG (Yang et al., 1999). Compared with RetGC1�/�, there was
even a small increase of the average a-wave amplitude in
Y99C�RetGC1�/� mice (by �93 �V), which was statistically sig-
nificant (at � � 0.01), and in E155G�RetGC1�/� mice (by �33
�V), which was not statistically significant (at � � 0.05).

In contrast, RetGC2�/� rods harboring constitutively active
GCAP1 degenerated in a rapid progressive manner (Fig. 4). Com-
pared with the Y99C�RetGC1�/� mice, the Y99C�RetGC2�/� pho-
toreceptor nuclei in most parts of the retina after 5 months were
reduced to less than one full layer (Fig. 4Aa–Ac), although in some
regions there were short clusters in which the residual nuclei were
more abundant (Fig. 4Ac, bottom). The average linear nuclei density
in the Y99C�RetGC2�/� retinas (Fig. 4Bd) was therefore slightly
elevated compared with the Y99C� mice (44 vs 24 per 200 �m retina
length). However, in ANOVA/Bonferroni’s all-pairs comparison
test applied to the group (Y99C�RetGC2�/�, Y99C�RetGC1�/�,
Y99C�, and WT), those two genotypes were not different at � �
0.05. In contrast, the difference from both Y99C�RetGC1�/� (249
per 200 �m) and the WT (358 per 200 �m) was highly significant for
both Y99C� and the Y99C�RetGC2�/� mice (p � 0.0001 at � �
0.01). Evidently, a small increase in linear nuclei density in Y99C�

RetGC2�/� retinas did not constitute a substantial rescue effect.

Table 1. Mouse genotypes used in the studya

Genotype Phenotype Total Results presented

WT Nondegenerating 27 Morphology, ERG, paired-flashes ERG, RetGC activity, IF, TUNEL
Y99C� (line 53; Olshevskaya et al., 2004) Fast-degenerating 23 Morphology, ERG, RetGC activity, TUNEL
E155G� (line 541; Woodruff et al., 2007) Fast-degenerating 13 Morphology, ERG, RetGC activity
RetGC1�/� (line GCE null; Yang et al., 1999) No cone function, rods are preserved 44 Morphology, ERG, RetGC activity, IF
RetGC2�/� (GC2 knock-out; Baehr et al., 2007) Nondegenerating 16 Morphology, ERG, RetGC activity paired-flashes ERG
Y99C�RetGC1�/�b No cone function, most of the rods are preserved 46 Morphology, ERG, RetGC activity, IF, TUNEL
Y99C�RetGC2�/�b Fast-degenerating 12 Morphology, ERG, RetGC activity, TUNEL
E155G�RetGC1�/�b No cone function, most of the rods are preserved 29 Morphology, ERG, RetGC activity, IF
RetGC1�/�GCAP2�/�c Slow recovery 16 Paired-flashes ERG
RetGC1�/�GCAP1,2�/�d Slow recovery 12 Paired-flashes ERG
RetGC2�/�GCAP2�/�e Fast recovery 11 Paired-flashes ERG
RetGC2�/�GCAP1,2�/�f Slow recovery 16 Paired-flashes ERG
aMice of either sex were used.

The new genotypes were bred for this study as follows:
bfrom fast degenerating lines 53 (Olshevskaya et al., 2004) and 541 (Woodruff et al., 2007) and rod nondegenerating GC-E null (Yang et al., 1999) or GC2 knock-out (Baehr et al., 2007) lines.
cfrom nondegenerating GCAP2�/� (Makino et al., 2008) and rod nondegenerating GC-E null (Yang et al., 1999) lines.
dfrom nondegenerating GCAP1,2�/� double knock-out (Mendez et al., 2001) and rod non-degenerating GC-E null (Yang et al., 1999) lines.
efrom nondegenerating GC2 knock-out (Baehr et al., 2007) and nondegenerating GCAP2�/� (Makino et al., 2008).
ffrom nondegenerating GC2 knock-out (Baehr et al., 2007) and nondegenerating GCAP1,2�/� double knock-out (Mendez et al., 2001) lines.
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The RetGC2�/� mice retain near-
normal ERG responses (Baehr et al.,
2007) (Fig. 4Ca). In contrast to that,
Y99C�RetGC2�/� mice continue to dem-
onstrate typical for Y99C� rapid decline
of scotopic ERG within the first 4 months
of age (Fig. 4Cb,Cc). Concomitant with
the progressive obliteration of the outer
nuclear layer, the a-wave became unde-
tectable in eight mice tested between 5 and
6 months of age (Fig. 4Cd), and only one
of them demonstrated a small identifiable
b-wave (Fig. 4Cd). That low-amplitude
b-wave sustained a 30 lux background and
therefore was likely a residual cone activ-
ity, occasionally detectable at that age in
the parental Y99C� line (Olshevskaya et
al., 2004; Woodruff et al., 2007). Overall,
retinal degeneration pattern in Y99C� in
RetGC2�/� genetic background was sim-
ilar to that originally reported for Y99C�

mice (Olshevskaya et al., 2004; Woodruff
et al., 2007).

Deregulation of cGMP synthesis by
Y99C GCAP1 leading to a progressive ap-
optotic cell death is accompanied by DNA
fragmentation in matured photorecep-
tors (Dizhoor et al., 2006). We could not
confidently identify apoptotic signals in
differentiated WT and Y99C�RetGC1�/�

retinas at 1 month of age (Fig. 4D), and
what we could regard as possible occur-
rence of TUNEL-positive nuclei was no
higher than 1 per 2000 �m of the retina
section length in both cases. We could,
however, quite clearly observe TUNEL-
positive nuclei scattered in the layer of
differentiated photoreceptors in both
Y99C�RetGC2�/� and Y99C� age-
matched retinas (Fig. 4Dc,Dd). When
randomly sampled in three sets of retinas
(two of each genotype per experiment),
the difference was significant (ANOVA/
Bonferroni’s test, � � 0.01, p � 0.0001)
between Y99C�RetGC2�/� (linear den-
sity of 4.8 � 2 SD per 400 �m, n � 9) and
Y99C�RetGC1�/� (0.2 � 0.4 SD per 400
�m, n � 5) retinas but not between the
Y99C�RetGC2�/� and Y99C� (5.1 � 2.3
per 400 �m, n � 7) retinas. A relatively
modest frequency of the apoptotic nuclei
in the Y99C� outer nuclear layer at that
stage does not appear particularly surpris-
ing considering that it takes their photo-
receptors several months to completely
degenerate (Olshevskaya et al., 2004; Di-
zhoor et al., 2006).

Ca 2� sensitivity of cGMP synthesis
does not change in Y99C or E155G
GCAP1 rods lacking RetGC1
A strong decrease in Ca 2� sensitivity of
the retinal guanylyl cyclase shown in Fig-

Figure 2. The lack of RetGC1 preserves photoreceptors in mice expressing Y99C or E155G GCAP1. A, Cross-sections of
glutaraldehyde-fixed retinas from WT (a), RetGC1�/� (b), Y99C� (c), and Y99C�RetGC1�/�(d) mice aged 5.5 months and
E155G� (e) or E155G�RetGC1�/� (f ) mice aged 4.5 months; methylene blue/azur stain; 40� objective. Scale bar, 50 �m. For
additional details, see Materials and Methods. Notice that, in contrast to the WT (a), the Y99C� (c) and E155G� (e) retinas
demonstrate typical obliteration of the outer nuclear layer caused by constitutively active GCAP1 (Woodruff et al., 2007), whereas
in RetGC1�/� retinas (b), the outer nuclear layer remains primarily intact, consistent with the original report by Yang et al. (1999).
Most of the rods survive in Y99C�RetGC1�/� (d) and E155G�RetGC1�/� (f ) retinas and retain clearly identifiable layer of outer
segments. onl, Outer nuclear layer; inl, inner nuclear layer. B, Preservation of photoreceptors in different areas of the retina.
Full-size retinas section of the Y99C� and Y99C�RetGC1�/� retinas at 5.5 months of age (a), with area between the arrows
marking the thickness of the photoreceptor layer showing that the outer nuclear layer of photoreceptors is mostly eliminated in the
Y99C� retinas but remains uniformly well detectable in all parts of the retina outside the optic nerve; each photograph is a
composite of a series of micrographs taken with 10� objective. Scale bar, 500 �m. The distribution of the photoreceptor nuclei
along the retina (b) was quantified in WT (�), Y99C� (F), E155G�(�), Y99C�RetGC1�/� (E), and E155G�RetGC1�/� (�)
by counting identifiable photoreceptor nuclei per 200 �m increment distances, on both sides from the optic nerve (0 mm
on the diagram), averaged from three sections in each retina. C, Nuclei density per 200 �m length in the mid-portion of the
retina (0.5–1.5 mm from the optic nerve) averaged from random sampling of 40� objective frames from five different WT,
RetGC1�/�, Y99C�, Y99C�RetGC1�/� (aged 5– 6 months), and E155G� and E155G�RetGC1�/� (aged 4.5–5 months)
retinas: 358 � 56 (mean � SD), n � 11; 346 � 64, n � 16; 24 � 8, n � 17; 249 � 58, n � 20; 2 � 2, n � 10; and 194 �
23, n � 10, respectively.
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ure 5A, shifted outside the normal intra-
cellular range of Ca 2� concentrations
([Ca]1⁄2 � 0.2 �M vs 0.06 �M in WT), is the
hallmark of the rods expressing Y99C or
E155G GCAP1 transgene (Olshevskaya et
al., 2004; Makino et al., 2006; Woodruff et
al., 2007). It is technically impossible to
accurately quantify the absolute activity of
RetGC in normal and degenerating rods,
because the severe early degeneration in
Y99C� and E155G� retinas eliminates
most of the activity simply because of the
photoreceptor loss (Olshevskaya et al.,
2004; Woodruff et al., 2007). However,
the experiments presented in Figure 5 ar-
gue that the protective effect caused by the
RetGC1 isozyme deletion coincides with a
dramatic reversal of the abnormal Ca 2�

sensitivity of the cGMP synthesis in trans-
genic mice (Fig. 5B). When Y99C or
E155G GCAP1 is expressed in RetGC1�/�

background, the cyclase sensitivity to
Ca 2� becomes virtually the same as in WT
or RetGC1�/� retinas ([Ca]1⁄2 of �0.06
�M) (Fig. 5B). In other words, RetGC2
isozyme remaining in the RetGC1�/� ret-
inas is not affected by the constitutively
active GCAP1 expressed in their rods. If
there is any interaction between RetGC2
and the mutated GCAP1, it is too weak
to be detected by our method. In con-
trast, elimination of RetGC2 isozyme
does not reverse the abnormal sensitiv-
ity of the cGMP synthesis caused by the
transgenic expression of the Y99C
GCAP1 ([Ca]1⁄2 of �0.3 �M) (Fig. 5C).

The recombinant Y99C GCAP1
constitutively activates RetGC2 in vitro
but not in a living retina
Both GCAP1 and GCAP2 efficiently acti-
vate mouse RetGC1 and RetGC2 isozymes
in vitro (Peshenko et al., 2011). Therefore,
it was surprising to find that the Ca 2� sen-
sitivity of RetGC2 in the retinas express-
ing Y99C or E155G GCAP1 remained
essentially normal. This could indicate
that GCAP1 altered by the constitutive
mutation has lost its ability to interact
with RetGC2 as a result of the mutation
per se. Alternatively, RetGC2 could be
modified in vivo in such a manner that it
no longer recognizes the mutated GCAP1. However, the results
presented in Figure 6 reject both possibilities and argue that
RetGC2 isozyme in the Y99C�RetGC1�/� retinas can bind Y99C
GCAP1 if such opportunity is presented. When the assay mixture
containing Y99C�RetGC1�/� retinal sample ([Ca]1⁄2 of �0.077
�M) was supplemented by purified Y99C GCAP1, the sensitivity
of the endogenous RetGC2 was shifted far outside the normal
range ([Ca]1⁄2 � 0.6 �M) (Fig. 6 A). Essentially the same effect
occurred in E155G�RetGC1�/� retinas: the [Ca]1⁄2 value mea-
sured directly in the retinal homogenate (0.05 �M) increased

almost 10-fold (0.49 �M) when purified recombinant
E155G�GCAP1 was added in the assay (Fig. 6 B).

Constitutively active GCAP1 remains expressed in RetGC1�/�

rods
Another possibility that needs to be addressed is the reduction
of GCAP1 expression typically observed in RetGC1�/� but not
RetGC2�/� background (Baehr et al. 2007). Indeed, if the mu-
tated GCAP1 were merely not expressed in the RetGC1�/�

background, there would be no reason to expect the remaining
RetGC2 to alter its Ca 2� sensitivity. However, in contrast to the

Figure 3. The Y99C� and E155G� rods rescued by RetGC1 gene knock-out remain functional. A, Representative scotopic ERG
responses to a saturating flash: a, WT (5.5 months of age); b, Y99C� mice (5.5 months); c, E155G� (3.5 months); d, RetGC1�/�

(5 months); e, Y99C�RetGC1�/� (5.5 months); f, E155G�RetGC1�/� (5 months). B, Scotopic ERG a-wave amplitudes (saturating
flash) in mice of different genotypes: a, WT (E) and RetGC1�/�(F); b, Y99C� (‚) and Y99C�RetGC1�/�(�); c, E155G� (�)
and E155G�RetGC1�/�(�). Each data point represents a separate mouse from the 4 – 6 month age group. The asterisks corre-
spond to those mice whose ERG represent close to the average amplitude for the respective genotype and are shown in A. C,
Scotopic a-wave amplitude (mean � SEM) in WT, RetGC1�/�, Y99C�RetGC1�/�, and E155G�RetGC1�/� mice was 430 � 17
�V, n � 27; 127 � 10 �V, n � 44; 220 � 15 �V, n � 46; and 160 � 13 �V, n � 29, respectively. No measurable a-wave was
recorded from 23 Y99C� and 13 E155G� mice. D, Scotopic b-wave amplitudes (mean � SEM) in WT, RetGC1�/�, Y99C�,
Y99C�RetGC1�/�, E155G�, and E155G�RetGC1 �/�: 880�40 �V, n�27; 423�36 �V, n�38; 10�5 �V, n�23; 658�
61 �V, n � 40; 14 � 8 �V, n � 13; and 465 � 50 �V, n � 27, respectively. For additional details, see Materials and Methods.
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endogenous GCAP1, the Y99C mutant,
whose transgenic expression is driven by
rod opsin promoter, robustly accumu-
lates in RetGC1�/� rods (Fig. 7A). There
was also the anticipated loss of RetGC1
but not RetGC2 or GCAP2 expression
in the Y99C�RetGC1�/� retinas (Fig.
7Aa,Ab). The total expression level of
GCAP1 was not only well detectable but
was also markedly higher than normal.
Similar to the original Y99C� line 53
(Olshevskaya et al., 2004), the transgene
expression exceeded more than fivefold
the level of the endogenous WT GCAP1
(note that the transgenic Y99C migrates in
SDS gel as the upper band) (for details, see
Olshevskaya et al., 2004). Furthermore,
anti-GCAP1 IF in the outer segments of
RetGC1�/� mice was noticeably dimmer
compared with the WT rods, as de-
scribed previously by Baehr et al.
(2007), yet it was well detectable in
RetGC1�/� rods expressing the transgenic
mutants of GCAP1 (Fig. 7B). The overall
brightness of the anti-GCAP1 fluorescence
in Y99C�RetGC1�/� rods (Fig. 7Bc) was
visibly increased compared with the
WT. Likewise, E155G�RetGC1�/� mice
under the same conditions displayed a
robust GCAP1 IF in rods, brighter than in
the WT (Fig. 7Bd). Evidently, the nor-
mal Ca 2� sensitivity of RetGC2 in
Y99C�RetGC1�/� or E155G�RetGC1�/�

retinas (Fig. 5) cannot be explained by a lack
of mutant GCAP1 expression in their rods.

GCAP2 gene knock-out has different
effect on rod recovery in RetGC1�/�

and RetGC2�/� mice
One could argue that the in vivo selectivity
between RetGC1 and RetGC2 exists only for
the two tested constitutively active GCAP1
mutants, not necessarily for the normal
GCAP1. To evaluate the general possibility
that GCAP1 selectively targets RetGC1 in
vivo, we compared the rates of rod recovery
using gene knock-out hybrids that ex-
pressed only one of the RetGC isozymes and
only GCAP1 to mediate the Ca2� feedback.
To produce those hybrids, RetGC1�/� or
RetGC2�/� mice were crossed with
GCAP2�/� mice, which have a dis-
rupted GUCA1B gene but continue to ex-
press GCAP1, RetGC1, and RetGC2
(Makino et al., 2008). For the comparison
with the mice completely lacking Ca2�

feedback to the particular cyclase isozyme,
we also combined either RetGC1 or RetGC2
gene knock-out with the GCAP1,2�/� dou-
ble knock-out, in which a portion of the
chromosome containing the adjacent
GUCA1A and GUCA1B genes was deleted
(Mendez et al., 2001). The GCAP1,2�/� ret-

Figure 4. RetGC2 knock-out does not prevent rod degeneration in Y99C� mice. A, Retinal histology: a, full cross-section of
Y99C�RetGC2�/� retina aged 5 months (a composite from a series of photographs taken with 10� objective; scale bar, 500 �m;
the space between the arrows marks the thickness of the photoreceptor layer); b, a typical distribution of the photoreceptor nuclei
in the Y99C�RetGC2�/� retina (‚) compared with that of Y99C�(F) and Y99C�RetGC1�/� (E), analyzed as described in
Figure 2; c, representative cross-sections of the Y99C�RetGC2�/� retinas (40� objective). The most typical pattern was elimi-
nation of the outer nuclear layer to less than one complete row of photoreceptor nuclei (top), with occasional clusters containing
up to two rows of nuclei but without identifiable ROSs (bottom). B, The density of randomly sampled photoreceptor nuclei per 200
�m retina length within 0.5–1.5 mm eccentricity in five Y99C�RetGC2�/� mice aged 5 to 6 months was strongly reduced (44 �
24 SD per 200 �m, n � 19) compared with the Y99C�RetGC1�/� retinas (249 � 58, n � 20) and close to that of the Y99C�

genotype (24 � 8, n � 17). C, Scotopic ERG in 5.5-month-old RetGC2�/� (a) and in Y99C�RetGC2�/� (b– d) mice at 1 month
(b), 3.5 months (c), and 5.5 months (d) of age. A low-amplitude b-wave (�30 �V) (d) was detected in one of eight tested
Y99C�RetGC2�/� mice; it remained in the presence of a 30 lux background incandescent light (e). There was no measurable
a-wave in eight Y99C�RetGC2�/� mice aged 5– 6 months, similarly to the parental Y99C� line (Fig. 3). D, Photoreceptor
apoptotic nuclei are detectable by TMR red TUNEL in Y99C�RetGC2�/� mice but not in Y99C�RetGC1�/� mice.
Paraformaldehyde-fixed cryosections of WT (a), Y99C�RetGC1�/� (b), Y99C�RetGC2�/� (c), and Y99C� (d) retinas (postnatal
day 28) were probed for DNA fracture using TUNEL reaction (red fluorescence) in the same experiment; the nuclei were counter-
stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 50 �m. onl, Outer nuclear layer. For additional details, see Materials and Methods.
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inas express normal complement of RetGC isozymes but re-
cover very slowly, because their basal activity is not accelerated
after photoexcitation (Mendez et al., 2001; Burns et al., 2002).

The RetGC1�/� or RetGC2�/� mice bred into GCAP1,2�/� or
GCAP2�/� background were tested for their mass rod response
recovery after a bright flash using a paired-flashes ERG paradigm
(Lyubarsky and Pugh, 1996) (Fig. 8). It needs to be emphasized
that RetGC1�/� a-wave recovers slightly slower than in the WT in
paired-flashes ERG experiments, despite its amplitude being
greatly diminished (Yang et al., 1999; Baehr et al., 2007). The
amplitudes of the test flash response varied between different
genotypes (380, 98, 137, 47, 224, 320, and 171 �V in WT,
RetGC1�/�, RetGC1�/�GCAP2�/�, RetGC1�/�GCAP1,2�/�,
RetGC2�/�, RetGC2�/�GCAP2�/�, and RetGC2�/�GCAP1,2�/�

mice, respectively). Note that, although WT rods would recover

faster from “test” flashes of lower amplitude (which is, by de-
creasing the flash strength), the average “test ” a-wave amplitude
and the speed of the recovery among the genotypes in our exper-
iments (0.6, 0.7, 1.2, 1.4, 0.65, 0.7, and 1.8 s half-recovery time,
respectively) did not correlate. The strength of the flashes was
always standard and the difference was only in genotype. Consis-
tent with previous reports (Yang et al., 1999; Baehr et al., 2007),
rod responses in RetGC1�/� and RetGC2�/� mice were markedly
different from each other in their a-wave amplitudes, but in both
they recovered only slightly behind the WT. Likewise, in both
RetGC1�/� and RetGC2�/�, the recovery became very sluggish
after elimination of the two GCAPs together (Fig. 8B,C). How-
ever, elimination of GCAP2 alone affected the speed of recovery
in RetGC1�/� versus RetGC2�/� mice in a very different manner.
Whereas RetGC2�/�GCAP2�/� recovered at nearly the same rate
as RetGC2�/�, the recovery in RetGC1�/�GCAP2�/� was
strongly delayed compared with RetGC1�/� (Fig. 8A). These re-
sults argue that, in the absence of GCAP2, the RetGC1 isozyme of
the cyclase can and the RetGC2 isozyme cannot effectively receive
Ca 2� feedback through the remaining GCAP1.

Discussion
Two photoreceptor calcium-sensor proteins, GCAP1 and
GCAP2, activate membrane guanylyl cyclase in a “relay” manner
(Makino et al., 2008), but mutations in GCAP1 cause photore-
ceptor degeneration in humans. Ca 2�-insensitive GCAP1 mu-
tants causing the disease trigger apoptotic photoreceptor death in
transgenic mice by deregulating cGMP synthesis (Olshevskaya et
al., 2004; Woodruff et al., 2007). Because GCAP1 effectively reg-
ulates both RetGC1 and RetGC2 in vitro (Peshenko et al., 2011),
the goal of our study was to identify the target isozyme for the

Figure 5. Calcium sensitivity of cGMP synthesis in mouse retinas expressing Y99C or E155G
GCAP1 varies depending on the RetGC isozymes present in rods. A, In WT retinas (F), cGMP
synthesis is sensitive to Ca 2� within the normal range (shadowed) of free Ca 2� between the
light and the dark (Woodruff et al., 2002), but in Y99C� (E) and E155G (�) retinas, the
sensitivity shifts outside the upper limit of the normal Ca 2� range. B, Ca 2� sensitivity of
guanylyl cyclase in Y99C�RetGC1�/� (�) or E155G�RetGC1�/� (�) retinas becomes indis-
tinguishable from that of the WT (F) or RetGC1�/� (‚). C, Ca 2� sensitivity of retinal guanylyl
cyclase in Y99C�RetGC2�/� retinas (Œ) remains right-shifted compared with the WT (F), just
like in Y99C� (E) mice. The cyclase activity was assayed as described in Materials and Methods.
For comparison on the same scale, the activities in each series were normalized by the corre-
sponding maximal RetGC activity measured in each genotype. The data were fitted by the
equation A � (Amax � Amin)/(1�([Ca]/[Ca]1⁄2)h) � Amin, where Amax and Amin are the maxi-
mal and the minimal activity of guanylyl cyclase, respectively, [Ca]1⁄2 is the concentration of
Ca 2� producing 50% inhibition, and h is a Hill coefficient.

Figure 6. RetGC2 reacts with the purified Y99C or E155G GCAP1 in vitro but is insensitive to
the Y99C or E155G GCAP1 transgenically expressed in the rods. A, The cyclase activity was
assayed at different free Ca 2� concentrations in the retinas obtained from the WT (F),
RetGC1�/� (f), and Y99C�RetGC1�/� (E) mice; the Y99C�RetGC1�/� retinas were also
assayed in the presence of 10 �M purified Y99C GCAP1 (�). B, The cyclase activity was assayed
at different free Ca 2� concentrations in the retinas obtained from the WT (F), RetGC1�/�

(f), and E155G�RetGC1�/� (J) mice; the E155G�RetGC1�/� retinas were also assayed in
the presence of 10 �M purified E155G GCAP1 (‚).
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mutant GCAP1 in vivo (Fig. 1). GCAP and RetGC cannot interact
in the presence of detergents required for extraction of RetGC
from the membrane (Koch, 1991), which makes biochemical iso-
lation of GCAP/RetGC complexes (e.g., by coimmunoprecipita-
tion) impossible. Instead, we used a comparative study of retinal
degeneration and cyclase regulation in transgenic mice express-
ing a constitutively active GCAP1 but lacking one of the RetGC
isozymes. We reasoned that, in the absence of the target isozyme,
the Ca 2� sensitivity of cGMP synthesis would return to the nor-
mal Ca 2� range even in the presence of Ca 2�-insensitive GCAP1.

Transgenic expression of constitutively active GCAP1 in the
absence of RetGC1 provides massive rescue of rod photorecep-
tors— both morphological (Fig. 2) and functional (Fig. 3). In
contrast, no evidence for similar rescue was found in mice lacking
RetGC2 isozyme (Fig. 4). Last, transgenically expressed constitu-
tively active GCAP1 fails to shift Ca 2� sensitivity of cGMP syn-
thesis in RetGC1�/� but not RetGC2�/� retinas (Fig. 5). These
findings implicate RetGC1 as a preferential target for the mutant
GCAP1 in vivo.

It is not completely clear why most, but
not all, RetGC1�/� rods expressing mu-
tant GCAP1 were rescued (Fig. 2). Inacti-
vation and rapid loss of RetGC1�/� cones
(Yang et al., 1999) could only account for
�3% reduction of photoreceptor nuclei
count in Y99C�RetGC1�/� retinas, which
leaves �25% photoreceptors unac-
counted for. As a likely reason, the levels
of the transgenic overexpression, which
usually varies between different cells, may
become high enough in some of them to
provoke protein overload response, thus
eliminating such cells before their com-
plete differentiation. The rest of the
RetGC1�/� rods evidently tolerate high
levels of the mutant GCAP1 expression—
they escape early death and mature by 1
month of age (Fig. 7). It is particularly
important to reiterate that the cyclase
sensitivity to Ca 2� in the matured
Y99C�RetGC1�/� or E155G�RetGC1�/�

rods overexpressing mutant GCAP1 be-
comes normal (Fig. 5B), and this can
explain why TUNEL does not reveal apo-
ptotic activity in the differentiated
Y99C�RetGC1�/� rods (Fig. 4D). In con-
trast, mutant GCAP1 still causes abnor-
mal regulation of the cyclase (Fig. 5C) and
continues to exert apoptotic DNA frac-
ture in mature RetGC2�/� photorecep-
tors (Fig. 4D).

RetGC2 activity in Y99C�RetGC1�/�

or E155G�RetGC1�/� rods is sufficient to
preserve their photoresponse, albeit at
lower than WT levels (Fig. 3). It is impor-
tant to note that full restoration of this
function could not be expected even if all
rods were rescued from degeneration, be-
cause the parental RetGC1�/� genotype
per se has diminished rod ERG, a previ-
ously established phenomenon, which ap-
pears paradoxical considering the near-
normal single rod responses in this

genotype (Yang et al., 1999; Baehr et al., 2007). Taking this into
account, the functional rescue of Y99C�RetGC1�/� and
E155G�RetGC1�/� rods appears quite efficient. The average
a-wave amplitude in the Y99C�RetGC1�/� ERG was even slightly
larger than in the parental RetGC1�/� mice (Fig. 3C), perhaps as
a result of outcrossing of a highly inbred RetGC1�/� line.

The most unexpected biochemical finding from this study is
that only RetGC1 and not RetGC2 becomes deregulated by the
constitutively active GCAP1 (Figs. 5, 6). Evidently, this difference
cannot be explained by much higher intrinsic binding affinity of
GCAP1 to RetGC1, because mouse GCAP1 activates both native
isozymes with fairly similar apparent affinities in purified mouse
outer segment membranes (Peshenko et al., 2011). As we dis-
cussed above, the RetGC/GCAP complex cannot be directly iso-
lated from the retina but can be detected functionally, based on
the Ca 2� sensitivity of the cyclase, because in the absence of
GCAPs both RetGC isozymes are completely insensitive to Ca 2�

(Peshenko et al., 2011). The normal Ca 2� sensitivity of the cy-

Figure 7. Constitutively active GCAP1 transgene is strongly expressed in RetGC1�/� rods. A, Immunoblotting of retina samples
from WT and Y99C�RetGC1�/� mice (a), from top to bottom: GCAP1, the arrows indicate the position of the transgenic Y99C
GCAP1 (top band) and the endogenous WT GCAP1 (bottom band (for details, see Olshevskaya et al., 2004); GCAP2; RetGC1; RetGC2;
�-actin; and their respective semiquantitative comparison (b) by the relative chemiluminescence intensity ( R) to the WT. B, FITC
anti-GCAP1 IF (left). The cryosections from WT (a), RetGC1�/� (b), Y99C�RetGC1�/� (c), and E155G�RetGC1�/� (d) retinas at
1 month of age were probed with anti-GCAP1 antibody as described in Materials and Methods. In the right portion of each image,
the nuclei counterstained with TO-PRO-3 (red) are also shown in the same frame to mark the histological layers. Scale bar, 50 �m.
The eyes were fixed and processed using the same protocol, and the GCAP1 fluorescence images were acquired using identical
settings for excitation and image acquisition. The staining in a– c was processed simultaneously and in d under identical conditions
using the same reagents and staining procedure.
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clase in the Y99C�RetGC1�/� and E155G�RetGC1�/� retinas
argues that mutated GCAP1 in living rods can form a stable com-
plex with RetGC1 but not with RetGC2 (Fig. 5). Based on the
study by Hwang et al. (2003), we can expect (Peshenko et al.,
2011) that GCAP concentrations in mouse rods are as high as 7–9
�M, which would nearly saturate RetGC activity in vitro. Consis-
tent with this, 10 �M purified recombinant Y99C or E155G
GCAP1 added to the cyclase assay containing Y99C�RetGC1�/�

or E155G�RetGC1�/� retina drastically shifts its Ca 2� sensitivity
curve (Fig. 6). Hence, the mutated GCAP1 can effectively form a
complex with RetGC2 when this isozyme becomes accessible to
GCAP1 in retinal homogenate. However, no such shift occurs
because of the transgenically expressed GCAP1. This indicates
that not the intrinsic binding affinities of RetGC and GCAPs are
at play, but rather presently unknown spatial organization or

assembly processes in vivo preclude RetGC2 from tight associa-
tion with the mutant GCAP1.

Is such restriction only characteristic of the Y99C and E155G
GCAP1 or does it reflect a more general rule? This is a principal
question, because multiple mutations in GCAP1 have already
been linked to human retinal diseases, and it would be important
to find whether or not mutations making GCAP1 into a consti-
tutive activator would likely act via RetGC1 isozyme. The data in
Figure 8 argue that, in contrast to the nearly indiscriminate
RetGC/GCAP interactions in vitro, there is a strong selectivity
imposed on GCAP1 interactions in vivo. RetGC1 can account for
�70% and RetGC2 nearly 30% of the total maximal cGMP pro-
duction in mouse rods (Peshenko et al., 2011), and each isozyme
alone is evidently able to support their timely, almost as quickly as
the WT, recovery (Yang et al., 1999; Baehr et al., 2007). However,
elimination of GCAP2 causes rod ERG in the RetGC1�/� mice to
recover much slower—nearly as slow as in a complete absence of
the Ca 2� feedback (Fig. 8B). This indicates that even the normal
endogenous GCAP1 has limited access to the remaining RetGC2
isozyme and regulates it with a very low efficiency (if any). At the
same time, the absence of GCAP2 has little effect on RetGC2�/�

rod recovery (Fig. 8C), so GCAP1 in these rods evidently contin-
ues to regulate the remaining RetGC1 isozyme in a normal manner.
Consequently, from the general ability of GCAP1 to effectively
activate only RetGC1 in vivo, we should expect that not just Y99C
or E155G but other disease-related GCAP1 as well would also
selectively target RetGC1.

GCAP1 fails to provide efficient Ca 2� feedback to RetGC2 in
vivo not because its intrinsic binding affinity or the extent of
RetGC2 activation are too low—they are both comparably high
when tested at physiological concentrations in vitro (Peshenko et
al., 2011). The selectivity would rather come from structural
and/or spatial organization of the RetGC/GCAP complexes in
living rods, limiting GCAP1 access to RetGC1. It could be im-
posed by a presently unidentified sorting mechanism that allows
RetGC1/GCAP1 but not RetGC2/GCAP1 complex into the outer
segment. GCAP1 localization in the inner segment and cell body
of the RetGC1�/� rods (Fig. 7B) supports such a possibility.
Whereas the endogenous GCAP1 and the Y99C mutant trans-
genically expressed in mouse rods both tend to accumulate in
the outer segment (Olshevskaya et al., 2004), the Y99C GCAP1
is instead accumulated in the cell body and inner segment
in nondegenerating RetGC�/�, Y99C�RetGC1�/�, and
E155G�RetGC1�/� rods (Fig. 7B). Evidently, accumulation in
the cell body per se does not reflect the events leading to rod
degeneration but rather suggests that RetGC1 is needed to guide
GCAP1 to the outer segment. Alternatively (or additionally), fac-
tor(s) destabilizing GCAP1 complex with RetGC2 or hampering
their mutual access may be present directly in the outer segment,
because some of the mutant GCAP1 likely diffuses into the
Y99C�RetGC1�/� outer segment (Fig. 7B) but nonetheless does not
affect Ca2� sensitivity of the remaining RetGC2 isozyme (Fig. 5).
Only future studies could identify cellular factors involved in the
GCAP1 selectivity, but we can already rule out an irreversible post-
translational modification of RetGC2 as one of them, because native
RetGC2 binds purified normal GCAP1 (Peshenko et al., 2011) and
constitutively active GCAP1 (Fig. 6) in crude retinal homogenates.

The absence of a major effect of GCAP2 knock-out in
RetGC2�/� ERG recovery (Fig. 8C) could make it tempting to
speculate that GCAP2 does not provide Ca 2� feedback to
RetGC1 in vivo. However, we should emphasize that such specu-
lation cannot be derived from the present study, because it is
quite possible that GCAP2 and GCAP1 compete for RetGC1 in

Figure 8. Scotopic ERG recovery of RetGC1�/� and RetGC2�/� retinas in GCAP1,2�/� and
GCAP2�/� backgrounds. A, Rod recovery was assessed by paired-flashes scotopic ERG a-wave
using a white “probe” flash (�500 � 10 3 photons/�m �2 at cornea), delivered at different
interstimulus time intervals (IST) after the conditioning test flash suppressing the circulating
current (510 nm, �5 � 10 3 photons/�m �2 at cornea). Two sets of representative raw traces
for RetGC1�/� (a) and RetGC1�/�GCAP2�/� (b) mice, respectively, are shown as an exam-
ple; note the delayed recovery of the probe flash ERG (arrows) in the RetGC1�/�GCAP2�/�

genotype. B, C, Average fractional recovery (r) in 16 WT (E), 10 RetGC1�/� (‚), 16 RetGC1�/

�GCAP2�/� (Œ), 12 RetGC1�/�GCAP1,2�/� (F), 13 RetGC2�/� (�), 11 RetGC2�/

�GCAP2�/� (f), and 16 RetGC2�/�GCAP1,2�/� (�) mice aged 2 months. The lack of
GCAP2 markedly extends the recovery in RetGC1�/� mice (B) but not in RetGC2�/� mice (C).
The probe flash a-wave amplitude at indicated interstimulus intervals was normalized by that
of a probe flash response amplitude delivered without the test flash. The time for a 50% recov-
ery in WT, RetGC1�/�, RetGC1�/�GCAP2�/�, RetGC1�/�GCAP1,2�/�, RetGC2�/�,
RetGC2�/�GCAP2�/�, and RetGC2�/�GCAP1,2�/� mice was 0.6, 0.7, 1.2, 1.4, 0.65, 0.7, and
1.8 s, respectively.
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RetGC2�/� rods and that, in the absence of GCAP2, the cyclase
regulation can be taken over by the remaining GCAP1. This un-
certainty could only be resolved by using RetGC1�/� and
RetGC2�/� mice lacking GCAP1.
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